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Verification of reference intervals in routine clinical laboratories: practical challenges and recommendations

Abstract: Reference intervals (RIs) are fundamental tools used by healthcare and laboratory professionals to interpret patient laboratory test results, ideally enabling differentiation of healthy and unhealthy individuals. Under optimal conditions, a laboratory should perform its own RI study to establish RIs specific for its method and local population. However, the process of developing RIs is often beyond the capabilities of an individual laboratory due to the complex, expensive and time-consuming process to develop them. Therefore, a laboratory can alternatively verify RIs established by an external source. Common RIs can be established by large, multicenter studies and can subsequently be received by local laboratories using various verification procedures. The standard approach to verify RIs recommended by the Clinical Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI) EP28-A3c guideline for routine clinical laboratories is to collect and analyze a minimum of 20 samples from healthy subjects from the local population. Alternatively, “data mining” techniques using large amounts of patient test results can be used to verify RIs, considering both the laboratory method and local population. Although procedures for verifying RIs in the literature and guidelines are clear in theory, gaps remain for the implementation of these procedures in routine clinical laboratories. Pediatric and geriatric age-groups also continue to pose additional challenges in respect of acquiring and verifying RIs. In this article, we review the current guidelines/approaches and challenges to RI verification and provide a practical guide for routine implementation in clinical laboratories.
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Introduction

Reference intervals (RIs) are most commonly defined as the central 95% of laboratory test results expected in a healthy reference population. Establishing accurate and robust RIs to interpret laboratory test results is a very important task [1]. According to the directive on in vitro diagnostic medical devices of the European Union, diagnostic manufacturers are required to supply their clients with appropriate RIs for use with their assay platforms and reagents [2], and the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 15189 standard for clinical laboratory accreditation states that each laboratory should periodically reevaluate its own RIs [3]. Despite these requirements, RIs in most clinical laboratories remain out of date and incomplete due to the complex process of their establishment [4]. Therefore, instead of developing RIs directly from an apparently healthy population, most laboratories receive RIs for clinical use from various sources (e.g. manufacturers’ package inserts, publications, text books, multicenter studies, published national or international expert panel recommendations, guidelines, local expert groups or data mining of existing data).

Several differences can exist between the sample collection procedures and laboratory operations of the RI study and the local laboratory receiving the RI. Therefore, it is of critical importance for a local laboratory to address the following question prior to receiving RIs from an external source: “Is this RI suitable for my laboratory’s collection processes, method, and population?” [5]. The Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI, previously National Committee for Clinical Laboratory Standards [NCCLS]) EP28-A3c (formerly C28-A3) guideline for
Defining, Establishing and Verifying Reference Intervals in the Clinical Laboratory provides recommendations for transferring and verifying RIs established by external sources for a local laboratory [6]. This approach is advantageous for many laboratories as it does not require extensive recruitment of healthy reference individuals and is thus time and cost efficient. The process of transference and verification considers the consistency of preanalytical and analytical factors between those used in the direct a priori RI study and the receiving laboratory. If deemed to be similar, an RI can undergo transference through a method comparison analysis and subsequent determination of the best-fit regression line to subsequently calculate the transferred RI. Verification of transferred RIs is then recommended using a relatively small number of healthy reference individuals from the local population served by the laboratory [6]. Transferring and verifying common RIs obtained from multicenter studies, rather than a single laboratory, is occurring more frequently. Common RIs include both traceable RIs, defined by well-conducted multicenter studies using traceable materials [7, 8], and conventional RIs, defined by a group of experts [9]. When receiving common RIs, the most important question is still valid: “if methods and reference populations are the same/similar, can the same limits be received directly?”.

The aims of this opinion paper were to clarify the use of the terms validation and verification of RIs, to describe the CLSI recommendations for verifying RIs, to discuss the development of currently available RIs, to describe the transferring/verifying processes of RIs obtained from multicenter studies, to introduce alternative verification methods, to discuss challenges for RI establishment/verification in pediatric and geriatric populations and, ultimately, to encourage routine laboratories to verify RIs.

Validation or verification?

Although the CLSI EP28-A3c guideline includes the term “verification” in the title of the guideline in Section 11 (11.1, 11.2 and 11.3), “validation” is used throughout the document [6]. In practice, there is frequent confusion about using the term validation or verification, although both refer to the same procedure with respect to assessing the validity of an RI [10]. The term “verification” means confirmation through the provision of objective evidence that specified requirements have been fulfilled. “Validation” also means confirmation through the provision of objective evidence, that the requirements for a specific intended use or application have been fulfilled [3]. Thus, both terms have very similar definitions. However, in the field of laboratory medicine, validation of a measurement procedure for manufacturer and laboratory-driven tests is a more complex procedure, involving the collection of reliable and valid data on the performance characteristics and examination of the data to ascertain if the acceptance criteria have been met. The validation procedure also includes the determination of RIs through a direct RI study by the laboratory. However, when a laboratory transfers and receive an RI from the literature or another laboratory, the procedure of assessing and confirming its appropriateness for use is more likely to be defined as verification.

**CLSI EP28-A3c guideline recommendations to transfer and verify RIs**

It is the responsibility of individual laboratories or laboratory networks to use RIs that are appropriate for their methodologies and the population they serve. For this purpose, and to obviate the need to obtain samples from a large reference population, clinical laboratories may transfer adequate RIs from external sources. Assuming the original RI study was performed using robust methodology and statistical procedures, transferring an RI requires that certain conditions be fulfilled in order to be acceptable, prior to verifying and receiving an RI. There are two main scenarios in which RIs are transferred. First, reference values may originate from a different population/laboratory method than the receiving laboratory, and second, reference values may originate from a laboratory that shares the same laboratory method/population as the receiving laboratory. In the first instance, comparing the laboratory methods serves as an instructive early screening tool to assess the suitability of the reference values for the receiving laboratory. Laboratory methods can be compared by a method comparison study between the method used during the development of the RI and the method used by the receiving laboratory to determine the statistical validity of an RI transfer [11]. For a method comparison study, samples must be collected with an appropriate distribution of values spanning the RI, as an insufficient range may underestimate and a range too large may overestimate the strength of the correlation. The correlation between the two methods is subsequently analyzed and, if appropriate, linear regression analysis is performed to determine the slope and y-intercept values of the best-fit regression line [12]. These values are subsequently used to transfer the RI. According to the CLSI EP28-A3c guideline, the best-fit regression line should have a slope bias close to 1, a y-intercept close to 0 and a correlation coefficient ($r^2$) close to 1 [6]. Furthermore, according to CLSI
EP09-A3 guidelines, the scatter and bias plots should be examined for constant scatter to ensure there are no dramatic differences between the variation at the upper and lower ends of the range of values [12]. To sufficiently assess the acceptability of the method bias, it is also important that the magnitude of the y-intercept is small compared to the range of the data and the RI. If the y-intercept is large compared to the RI, it is recommended to reject transferability and establish an RI directly from a healthy reference population.

If the preanalytical processes (e.g. preparation of reference individuals, specimen collection, transportation, and handling), the laboratory methods and the populations (e.g. a relatively homogenous population within the same geographical region) are very similar to those of the laboratory where the RIs originated, the method comparison study is still recommended to confirm the comparability, although the bias between the laboratory methods is expected to be very small [12]. However, in this situation, subsequent verification using samples from healthy reference individuals may not be necessary, and the laboratory may opt to simply perform a subjective assessment by carefully inspecting the reference population demographics, geographic location, preanalytical and analytical procedures, analytical performance and the statistical methods used in the RI study. If these factors are all consistent with the receiving laboratory’s population and procedures, the RI may be transferred without further verification [6].

Following transference, the CLSI EP28-A3c guideline recommends subsequently verifying the transferred RI. The guideline emphasizes that three approaches can be used to verify RIs: (1) a subjective assessment, (2) using a small number of reference individuals (e.g. n = 20) and (3) using a large number of reference individuals (e.g. n = 60, but fewer than 120) [6]. Using a large number of reference individuals is not generally preferred by routine laboratories, as this is nearly as the sample size required for an RI study. The standard approach recommended by the guideline for routine practice in laboratories is to collect and analyze samples from 20 healthy subjects per age and/or sex partition from the receiving laboratory’s local population and to compare these reference values with the RI established from the larger, more robust, original study (Figure 1). The Reed/Dixon [13, 14] or Tukey methods [15] should be applied to test and subsequently remove outliers, and new specimens should be obtained to replace those removed. If no more than 2 of the 20 samples (i.e. 10% of the test results) fall outside the RI, it may be received for use, at least provisionally. If 3 or 4 of the 20 samples fall outside the RI, a second set of 20 reference specimens should be obtained. If again 3 or more of the new specimens (i.e. ≥20% of the test results) or 5 or more of the original 20 fall outside the RI, the user should reexamine the analytical procedures used and consider possible differences in the biological characteristics of the two populations sampled (Figure 1). As an example of this approach, after transferring RIs to additional analytical platforms in the study, these RIs were subsequently verified using samples from approximately 100 healthy reference individuals across all partitions, ensuring a minimum sample size of 20 in at least one partition [16, 17]. The verification procedure recommended by CLSI EP28-A3c guidelines was followed, with the exception of collecting additional RIs if verification of the initial set of reference samples failed. Thus, if the transferred RI failed the initial verification, it was simply concluded to not successfully verify and was not recommended for use on the analytical platform under investigation.

Although this guideline appears straightforward, RI partitions, the presence of outliers and initial unsuccessful verification can further complicate the verification process.

**Figure 1:** Verification of reference intervals as recommended by CLSI EP28-A3c guidelines using a statistical test on a relatively small number of reference individuals.

After confirmation that the preanalytical factors, analytical factors, and local populations are consistent between the reference interval study and receiving laboratory, this procedure to verify reference intervals can be followed. If the 95% reference interval (RI) is not considered to be valid, the analytical procedures used and population differences should be reexamined. If these factors differ substantially, the receiving laboratory should consider developing its own reference intervals (CLSI EP28-A3c).
process. In clinical laboratories, some parameters require
age and/or sex partitions, whereas others do not. The CLSI
EP28-A3c guideline states that if one RI partition suc-
cessfully verifies, there may not be a need to verify all other
partitions. However, whether successfully verifying one
partition is adequate to consider all partitions verified
may depend on analyte levels, forms of the measured
analyte and other matrix issues, which can vary across
partitions [18]. Therefore, although it might be opera-
tionally impractical to verify all partitioned RIs, verifying
each partition would provide the most confidence in
accepting external RIs. If a laboratory decides to verify
each partition with 20 samples from healthy reference
individuals, the number of samples required for verifica-
tion will differ substantially depending on the number of
age and/or sex partitions required for a given analyte.
Further clarity is also needed for the limit of reference
values falling outside the transferred RI in subsequent
partition(s), following successful verification of one parti-
tion. However, it is important to note that the distribution
of reference samples used for verification is as impera-
tive as the number of samples that fall outside of the RI.
For example, if 2/20 of the samples fall outside one of the
reference limits, with the remaining samples evidently
biased towards the same side, the suitability of the RI for
the receiving laboratory would also be called into ques-
tion. Lastly, an RI should not automatically be accepted
when ≥90% of healthy reference samples fall within the
RI, as this could also be indicative of the RI being too wide.
This again highlights the importance of considering the
distribution of healthy reference samples when perform-
ing verification analysis.

Establishment of common RIs and examples
for transferring and verifying RIs from multi-
center studies

To enable laboratories to transfer and verify RIs for cli-
cinal use, accurate and robust RIs from large, direct a priori
RIs are first required [6]. Health-associated RIs can be
directly established using a healthy, reference popula-
tion, defined using strict inclusion/exclusion criteria.
Several statistical methods can be used to calculate RIs
(e.g. parametric, non-parametric, robust), with their
accuracy dependent on the sample size and underlying
distribution of the data [19]. For simplicity, the CLSI EP28-
A3c guideline recommends a minimum of 39 samples
per RI partition using robust methods, a minimum of
120 samples are recommended to establish RIs using the
non-parametric method, as this is the requirement to
calculate 90% confidence intervals around the upper and
lower reference limits [6].

Although direct RIs are most commonly established
using a well-defined and representative reference popu-
lation, with sample analysis performed by a single labo-
atory, RIs can also be determined with the intention of
serving a much broader population demographic and/or
geographic location with sample analysis performed by
a single platform or multiple platforms, termed common
RIs. Once common RIs have been established from a mul-
ticenter study, the process of transference and verification
can be undertaken, on the consideration of preanalytical,
analytical and local population differences to ultimately
implement RIs in a clinical laboratory [20]. The Commit-
tee on Reference Intervals and Decision Limits (C-RIDL)
conducted a global RI study on behalf of the International
Federation of Clinical Chemistry and Laboratory Medicine
(IFCC) [7], with 12 participating countries worldwide. This
is an example of a common RI study, in which each labo-
atory acts as a central laboratory and sample analysis is
performed using multiple platforms. In this type of mul-
ticenter study, it is essential to perform rigorous quality
control monitoring to detect analytical deviations and use
internationally accepted reference materials for standard-
ized analytes to ensure traceability in each center. In
addition to internationally accepted reference materi-
als, in the global IFCC, C-RIDL study, a serum panel with
assigned values was measured by all laboratories, and
the panel of sera strategy was used to compare results
obtained from the participating centers [21]. The basic
scheme for conducting the global study was to make test
results comparable among countries based on the panel
test results measured in each participating country [8].
This approach resulted in a method comparison and suc-
cessful transference of the data obtained from the global
study. As part of this global study, a multicenter study
was also performed in Turkey, including seven geographi-
cal regions, using traceable materials and panel of sera
from 40 reference individuals from the global study in the
central laboratory, using a single platform (Abbott ARCHI-
TECT) [22]. After obtaining common RIs for Turkey for bio-
chemical parameters, Ozarda et al. performed additional
“cross-check testing” using at least 20 samples to compare
results among the participating laboratories in Turkey as
recommended in the protocol for multicenter studies [23].
Thus, RIs were transferred from the multicenter study to
each participating laboratory in Turkey using the linear
regression slope and intercept [12].

The CALIPER [11, 24–27], the Canadian Health Meas-
ures Survey (CHMS) [28–30] and the Aussie Normals study
[31] are examples of studies where the measurements were
performed in one center acting as the central laboratory. These were large, well-conducted, direct studies, with sample analysis performed on a single platform. CALIPER also performed studies to transfer the pediatric RI database from the initial single platform to several other commonly used platforms. In the first of several transference studies, CALIPER transferred pediatric RIs from the Abbott ARCHITECT assays/platforms to four other commonly used chemistry platforms by performing method comparisons using 200 pediatric serum specimens obtained from leftover pediatric sera that covered most age and sex partitions [11, 16]. RIs were successfully transferred if the methods sufficiently correlated (i.e., \( r^2 > 0.70 \)), and the linear model was deemed appropriate in respect to bias and normality of residuals.

The United Kingdom (UK) Pathology Harmony Reference Interval project [32] and the RI harmonization initiative led by the Australasian Association of Clinical Biochemists (AACB) Committee for Common Reference Intervals [33] are examples of an expert panel determining conventional RIs using an evidence-based approach. For example, the AACB Committee for Common Reference Intervals developed and followed a standard protocol to develop harmonized RIs for 11 and 10 chemistry analytes for adults and pediatrics, respectively [9]. RIs in adults were first obtained from a local RI study (i.e., the Australian Aussie Normals study) then compared with RIs obtained from various sources, including published direct RI studies and indirect data mining of large databases (e.g., Sonic Healthcare). Method differences were first assessed for clinical acceptability using various approaches, including a method bias study using commutable samples measured across 24 laboratories and eight major chemistry platforms in use throughout Australia and New Zealand, examination of the reference measurement system/procedure in place for each analyte and the average of normals obtained from participating laboratories. In the same study, harmonized pediatric RIs were established based on data mining and consensus agreement across 31 pediatric laboratories within Australasia [9].

**Additional approaches to verify RIs**

There are additional approaches to verify RIs other than those recommended by the CLSI EP28-A3c guidelines. An approach using healthy reference individuals would be to perform a local RI study with sufficient power to establish confidence intervals around the upper and lower limits. A more robust RI established from an external source can then be verified if its reference limits are within the confidence intervals established by the local RI study [34].

Furthermore, indirect data mining methods can be applied to the laboratory’s existing data to verify RIs established by an external source. Advantages of the indirect method include large data sources that are more easily accessible, analysis that is directly targeting the local population and preanalytical and analytical factors that reflect those used in the local laboratory [35]. However, the population also inevitably includes unhealthy subjects, and a verification concept has not yet been fully developed for indirect methods [36]. Therefore, valuable efforts are being made to develop robust methods and criteria to apply indirect techniques for verification purposes [36]. The most useful parameter is the midpoint (i.e., median) of the extracted data, which can be used to assess analytical or population bias through comparison with the corresponding midpoint of the data used to set the RI, if data are skewed, or the midpoint of the RI itself, if data are Gaussian distributed [35]. The midpoint is highly resistant to the presence of results from unhealthy subjects and has less uncertainty compared to reference limits [35].

Data mining of local population values also allows for an assessment of the number of results outside the RI and monitoring of the percentage of abnormal results, which would typically be flagged by the laboratory information system [9]. The laboratory can then compare the expected flagging rates with their current rates derived from the original indirect study calculations. This method can be programmed in the laboratory information system as a continuous quality control monitoring measure. When the increase of flagging in any direction does not exceed the predefined quality goals, the RI under evaluation can be considered acceptable for use [37]. Based on the principle of minimum, desirable and optimal categories used to define allowable bias limits, flagging rates may range from 1.0% to 1.8% and 5.7% to 3.3% for low and high flagging rates, respectively [38]. It is important to note that these flagging rates may be expected to be exceeded when applying them to a pathology population. Furthermore, as common RIs suitable for use in numerous laboratories are generally wider than those expected for a single laboratory, this may lead to lower than expected flagging rates in individual laboratories.

**Verification of RIs in pediatric and geriatric populations**

It is well known that the determination of pediatric RIs is an extremely difficult task, primarily due to ethical
limitations related to obtaining blood samples from neonates and very young children. The most significant milestones in this area have been achieved by the CALIPER Project, a Canada-wide initiative that aims to address this current gap by establishing a comprehensive database of age- and sex-specific pediatric RI (www.caliperproject.ca). Through robust transference and verification studies, the CALIPER database is now applicable for all five commonly used analytical platforms [11].

The major difficulty in obtaining geriatric RIs is the selection of healthy individuals, as most elderly subjects do not meet the criteria of the CLSI EP28-A3c guideline for inclusion in a healthy reference population [39]. The width of the RI is altered by factors such as the regular use of medications or unrecognized subclinical diseases. Therefore, it becomes very difficult to differentiate the effects of age, aging or a pathological condition. Although there has been increasing interest in this subject, this issue remains inadequately addressed [40]. It would be of great benefit to conduct a large, multicenter study with pediatric, adult and geriatric reference individuals to develop common RIs, subsequently transfer them to local laboratories and verify them with respect to these specific age-groups using a limited number of healthy subjects and/or existing laboratory data [11]. The most significant contribution in this area has been from the CHMS study, in which RIs were established for Canadians 3–<80 years of age [28–30]. The same exclusion criteria to ensure the reference population is void of unhealthy subjects was used for all age-groups, which may not be appropriate for the geriatric population, in which the use of medications and certain health conditions are much more prevalent. Furthermore, partitioning was determined based on age and sex, without taking into account the difference between chronological and biological age in the geriatric population.

Conclusions

Clinical laboratories are recommended to determine their own RIs. However, this could be difficult in routine practice due to the heavy workload of clinical laboratories. Therefore, it is important that routine laboratories transfer and verify their RIs from an external source before applying them for clinical use. The RIs can be received from various external sources, including manufacturers’ package inserts, studies published in literature, local RI studies, multicenter studies, laboratory surveys, relevant guidelines, consensus statements and mining of databases. If there are available RIs obtained from local/multicenter studies originating from the same population, the laboratories are first encouraged to receive these RIs. As multicenter studies are performed using large, well-defined reference individuals, and consequently result in reliable and robust data with narrow confidence intervals, transferring and verifying common RIs obtained from multicenter studies is now recognized as an important step in receiving RIs for use in another laboratory. If similar methods and reference populations have been used, the CLSI guidelines and literature encourage a method comparison with values spanning the width of the RIs to receive the same RI at a local or national level. If no bias has been detected by the method comparison study, verification of the transferred RI using samples from healthy individuals from the local population is recommended. The standard verification procedure outlined in the CLSI EP28-A3c requires a minimum of 20 samples from healthy subjects and is very clear in theory, although gaps remain for the implementation of these procedures in routine clinical laboratories. Additional verification procedures, including indirect methods, have become more widely used in recent years in this field, as they are inexpensive and easy to perform. IFCC, C-RIDL has also been very eager to use data mining approaches for assessment and verification of RIs in recent years.

The ISO 15189 Standard for clinical laboratory accreditation states that each laboratory should periodically re-evaluate its own RIs, although no consensus is provided on how often they should be reevaluated in routine laboratories. Should they be reevaluated annually or every few years? It should also be noted that gaps remain in pediatric and geriatric RIs, including specific guidelines for their establishment and verification. Taken together, a detailed protocol for transference and verification of RIs is warranted for routine clinical laboratories.
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